
shorter bowstrings. Remove the screw that
anchors the Control Arm to the lower
Power Cam as seen in figure 3.  Remove
both screws from the module and slide it
out from beneath the control arm.  The con-
trol arm will have to be rotated to create the
additional clearance needed to remove the
module.  Slide the desired module into
place beneath the control arm and reattach
the two module screws.  Attach the con-
trol arm to the module so that the check
hole (marked with an arrow as seen in
figure #1 & #3) aligns with the hole in the
module and creates a clear hole through
the assembly. This indicates that the con-
trol arm is correctly anchored.  Ensure the
strings and cables are all firmly seated
before removing the bow from the press.

To fine tune your draw length, change

the location of the string anchor on the
upper Control Wheel. To lengthen your
draw length (3/16" per hole), move the
anchor to position “+1” or +2.  To shorten
your draw length 3/16" per hole, move the
anchor to position “-1” or “-2”.  (All tun-
ing should be done with the anchor in
position “0”.)  The alignment of the con-
trol cable and power cable with the tuning
marks will change slightly with any draw
length adjustments made in this manner
but will retain the correct tune.  It is rec-
ommended that you record these locations
at your draw length for future reference.

Important
•• Routinely tighten the screws on the
Power cam. Regularly checking all the
moving parts of your bow is recommended.
Tightening the screws on the power cam is
particularly important.  Any loosening of
these screws may cause damage to the bow
and/or the shooter.

C/P/S XT Diecast Riser
Instructions

A Technical Bulletin
The C/P/S XT single-cam system is one of
the most technologically advanced cam
systems ever designed.  It combines
impressive stored energy characteristics
with a level nocking path to launch arrows
in the straightest, most consistently accu-
rate manner.  Best results will be achieved
by setting up your bow according to the
directions below, though even an out-of-
specification set-up will provide better per-
formance than most other single-cam bows.

The instructions below are outlined in
the order they should be addressed when
tuning your new bow.
I.  Power Cam

(All adjustments should be made in a
press that does not anchor the bow at the
grip.) Your top-of-the-line C/P/S XT will
provide its peak stored energy potential by
following these directions.  Align the
power cable between the tuning lines as
indicated in figure 1 below with the bow-
string anchor on the upper Control Wheel
in position “0”.   

If the power cable is over the top mark, put
additional twists in the power cable until it
falls between the tuning marks.  If the
power cable is under the bottom mark, take
twists out of the power cable.  If all the
twists are removed from the power cable
and it still falls below the tuning marks, put
additional twists in the bowstring and begin
again.
II.  Control Wheel

(All adjustments should be made in a
press that does not anchor the bow at the
grip.)  The adjustment of the Control Wheel
affects nock travel and influences the prop-
er location of your nock.  Even an out-of-
spec. adjustment does not result in a diffi-
cult bow to tune, but attention to the correct
adjustment will result in the most forgiving 
set-up.  The screw that anchors the bow 

string has a small jam nut installed on the
back side to prevent problems in the event
of a dry fire.  The assembly must be kept
tight. 

Figure 2 shows the power cable aligned under the    
correct tuning mark.

Control Wheel             (FX) 
Draw Length   Module  Tuning Mark   

27" FT2       1
28" FT3          1-1/2
29" FT4 2
30" FT5 2
31" FT6 3

Use the chart above to find the tuning mark
appropriate for your draw length module.
(The module is labeled near the bowstring
anchor on the lower Power Cam.)  If the
control cable is aligned at a smaller num-
ber tuning mark, put additional twists in
the control cable (the one that anchors to
the Control Wheel).  If the control cable is
aligned at a larger number tuning mark,
remove twists from the control cable.  If all
twists are removed and the control cable is
still aligned at a tuning mark with a higher
than recommended number, then put addi-
tional twists in the bowstring and repeat
the tuning procedures for both the Power
Cam and the Control Wheel. 
III.  Draw length adjustment

(All adjustments should be made in a
press that does not anchor the bow at the
grip.) The C/P/S XT uses an interchange-
able module system to provide a wide range
of usable draw lengths.  Ensure the string 
anchor on the upper Control Wheel is in 
position “0” before beginning.  Moving the 
bow string anchor may also be used to ad-
just for small differences in string length.
If a replacement bowstring is 3/16” too
short you could move the anchor post to the
+1 location and then tune your bow using 
“+1” as your “0” tuning location.  This 
same concept could be used for longer or
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IMPORTANT:  The module draw stop extension has been formed to align with the power cable and should not be altered.
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